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Wisconsin State Mid-Range Championship
By Jeff Nass

The Wisconsin CMP Juniors participated in the State High Power Championship at the Racine County
Line Ri le Club.
Mid-Range is ired all at 600 yards. We had 8 juniors compete. Rain delays caused the match to be cut
short on Sunday.
Thomas M led the way with his match ri le to become back to back state champion with his 1397-90x
out of a possible 1400. James L also shot well taking home the trophy for top service ri le with a
1369-46x. Kacie M was top expert and high woman with her 1349-47x.
Just look at this beautiful facility. Government of icials are discussing shutdown of this range on
grounds owned by the Wisconsin National Guard. Wisconsin Firearm Owners is working on reversing
that decision.
Congratulations to all the winners and personal bests ired over the weekend!
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Less Than 4 Months
Le of Trigger!

For personal reason, the current editor needs to
step-down, and hand over the editorship to a
new member.

This December marks the end of this
Trigger Editor’s ability to par cipate!

If you are a dynamic person with creative ideas,
a modicum of skill and a desire to advance WFO
through communicative participation, then this
opportunity could be for you!

If you want the Trigger to continue, a new
volunteer editor needs to step up and take charge!

New Orleans PD response me
is why you need a gun
By Tom Knighton

Major cities tend to favor gun control. People igure
they don’t need a gun because they can just call the
police. In many cases, that works. After all, larger
police departments tend to have the kind of
manpower were help can be just a few minutes away.
That doesn’t help if seconds count, but in New
Orleans, it seems even if they don’t, you’re still
screwed.
It is one of the most startling crime stats to emerge in
recent months: It takes New Orleans police an
average of 21⁄2 hours to respond to a 9-1-1 call,
according to a new analysis presented to the City
Council on Wednesday.
That igure, calculated by the data irm AH Datalytics
and presented to the council’s criminal justice
committee, was determined after looking at response
times for all calls — including low-priority incidents,
like fender-benders or stolen cars where residents
are in little danger.
The New Orleans Police Department immediately
took issue with how data analyst Jeff Asher crunched
the numbers, asserting that residents should focus
instead on the department’s response times for
emergencies, which police get to largely within
minutes.
Low-priority calls are often placed at the end of long
backlogs, driving up the overall average.
The problem is that what can start as a low-priority
call can become a high-priority call pretty quickly.
And, of course, if you’ve already been marked down
as low-priority, no one is coming faster unless you
can make yet another call to 9-1-1.
At least some on the city council agree.
City Council members said the situation is a crisis
that demands immediate action from City Hall.

“We’re just done with the talk” said Council President
Helena Moreno. “We just have to be really honest and
say that potentially, people’s lives could be at stake.”
The problem is that the New Orleans Police
Department is having a manpower problem. They
simply don’t have enough of icers on the job to put
them on the streets.
It doesn’t help that funding for law enforcement was
cut in 2021 to the tune of $15 million.
Earlier this year, the police union president cited
progressive politicians as the reason still more
of icers are leaving the city, some for lower-paying
positions. After all, why work to make arrests when
the bad guy is going to just end up back on the streets
in no time lat?
All of this brings me to point to this as why gun rights
matter.
We cannot trust the police to save us. Even if Uvalde
hadn’t happened, this would be a big warning sign
that maybe, just maybe, the police won’t instantly
respond to your 9-1-1 call, the same call you’re counting
on to keep you safe from that bump in the dark.
But if you have a gun, you have the means to protect
yourself. It doesn’t matter if it takes the police two
and a half hours to inally get to your door because
you’ll still be alive to open it for them.
Remember that even in the best of cities, you can
only count on the police to get there in time to draw a
chalk outline around the body. It’s your gun rights that
give you the ability to make sure the body in question
isn’t yours. It’s not a dif icult decision to make.
[Editor’s Note: Yes, this story is about New Orleans,
— not Milwaukee, Madison, Eau Claire, Oshkosh,
Ashland, Rhinelander, Green Bay or any other
Wisconsin metropolis. But the message remain clear!
This story is essentially the same throughout our
Country. Even most optimistically speaking, “When
seconds count, the police are only minute way!”]
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Click The Cover To Read The En re Magazine

Massad F. Ayoob is an internationally recognized
and highly respected American irearms and selfdefense instructor.
Mas has been a part time police of icer for 43
years, mostly at supervisor rank and he has
appeared as an expert witness in numerous trials.

journals, as well as authoring some twenty books
on irearms, self-defense, and related topics.
His nickname is "the bad ass of self-defense.”
Click the image to watch the video.

In addition, Mas has also
won various state and
regional handgun
shooting championships.
He has taught police
techniques and civilian
self-defense to both law
enforcement of icers and
private citizens since
1974.
Massad has published
thousands of articles in
gun magazines, martial
arts publications, and
law enforcement
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2022 NRA Na onal Pistol Championships
Camp A erbury, Indiana
Jeff Nass

Teach Freedom - Support our Troops!
"It is not the critic who counts, nor the man who
points how the strong man stumbled or where the
doer of deeds could have done them better. The
credit belongs to the man who is actually in the
arena; whose face is marred by dust and sweat

and blood; who strives valiantly...who knows the
great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and
spends himself in a worthy cause; who, at best,
knows the triumph of high achievement; and who,
at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring
greatly, so that his place shall never be with those
cold and timid souls who know neither victory nor
defeat." — Theodore Roosevelt
After the second year of the NRA Pistol Nationals
at Camp Atterbury, the struggle continues. NRA
staff has been increased, including a new Pistol
Coordinator, but additional help is needed at
headquarters and at Camp Atterbury. It’s obvious
that the NRA is working on the issues and
listening to competitors.
There is a continued lack of support from the
Bullseye Pistol community. There is no doubt
that if everyone who shot the new championship
in Ohio came, it would have been tough to have a
smooth match, but the support would help bring
back a great championship. Turnout was up
slightly from last year with great shooters on the
line.
Head Referee was Wisconsin’s own Jon Nortemann
(pictured) so of iciating ran smoothly. Jon has
been a rock solid supporter of Bullseye Pistol and
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to SSG Clegg once the relay ended and boxes
were secured, to congratulate him.

Sadly, I was the only Wisconsin shooter. I like
shooting Bullseye but it is not the discipline that
I am currently investing time in. The irst shots
ired since last year’s matches from my match 22
& 45 were ired during the unsquaded practice
the day before the matches started. I believe
Wisconsin was well represented in all areas
except my score.

Bullseye Pistol is a great discipline within itself,
but is also a great companion for the other
disciplines such as High Power Ri le or Action
Pistol and can de initely aid your self-defense
skills. It is also a great way to help new gun
owners or gun club members to safely and
accurately use a pistol.

We had a great week of weather, a little warm,
but with a nice breeze until the last day when we
had a short burst of high winds during the
second relay. The wind was strong enough to
blow most of the pistol boxes off the benches.
Strapping them down is pretty standard, but I,
like most, were complacent due to the week of
good weather. Overall the match ran smoothly
once you were past registration. The iring line is
covered, but in the government’s typical wisdom
the iring line is right under the eave side of the
roof. Rain wasn’t an issue but dew dripping off
the roof dropped on the benches. However it was
nice iring from under the shade. The NRA is
aware of these issues and pushing the State to
correct them.
A big thank you goes out to the State of Indiana
for hosting the Nationals and to Indiana Ri le
and Pistol for their support. Camp Atterbury,
located in south-central Indiana, serves as a
military and civilian training post under the
Indiana National Guard.
There were great scores posted please check out
the results at https://competitor.nra.org/public/
ChampionshipResults.aspx
Congratulations to SSG Carl Clegg of the U.S.
Army Marksmanship Unit, the 2022 NRA
National Pistol Champion! SSG Clegg and Jon
Shue were neck and neck ending with SSG Clegg
iring a 2649 – 143x to Mr. Shue’s 2648 – 129x.
As both shooters were on relay 1, on iring
points only a couple of spots from mine, I
snapped a picture of Mr. Shue going directly over

Check the Wisconsin FORCE calendar and “ ind
NRA near you" search engine to ind more endof-the-season matches while the weather holds
out for outdoor shooting. The indoor pistol
season is right around the corner.
If your club or range doesn’t have a bullseye
group, think about starting one. Set up is easy for
Bullseye Pistol for practice, league, or registered
matches.
Contact Pistol Coordinator Rob Kovach.
kovach_robert@hotmail.com
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competition in Wisconsin and Nationwide longer
than most can remember. Thank you Jon.
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The nal day of the Na onal Service Ri e
The National Service Ri e completed at Camp Perry Ohio.
All the competing military members shaking each other's hands. It is an awesome sight to see.

What If . . .
Instructor’s
Corner
by
Gary Behr
Madison

W h i t e • Ye l l o w • O r a n g e • R e d
When you are in a White condition, You are
oblivious to the world around you and in the eyes
of a felon, waving a sign that says “attack me!”

This is for informa onal purposes
only and should NOT be construed
as “Instruc on”. As always, get
professional training before
prac cing any Concealed Carry.

Colonel John Dean (Jeff) Cooper developed a
simple “Situational Awareness” guideline using
for primary colors: White - Yellow - Orange - Red.

White: This simply means the defender is

unaware and unprepared. (Think of a person
walking in public, immersed in their cell phone.)

Yellow: This condition re lects a certain

awareness of the world around the individual.
(Perhaps as someone is shopping.)

If things escalate to Red, a good part of the
results will be directly based on the extent o your
training.

Red: Using the ORANGE parameters. RED means

Training: Keep in mind, instinctive or intuitive
responses are based on conditioned “muscle
memory”. To effectively build a speci ic “muscle
memory” may easily require 2,000 to 5,000
repetitions!

the potential threat has become legitimate, the
confrontation has developed and the ight is on.
(You are now accosted and potentially in a
“life or death” situation.)

Which is precisely why training is so important!
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If something seems odd or unusual, perhaps
hived you just a “gut feeling”, that would be the
time to go into a “high alert” or Orange
condition, where you are ready, if necessary, to
take action! (You do NOT want anything to
surprise you!)

Orange Adds to the awareness of YELLOW

while putting a particular or speci ic, potential
threat into focus. (Perhaps while walking down
an unfamiliar street in a strange neighborhood)

ti

With a little practice, being in a Yellow condition
is rather easy and can become second nature.
This is a “Situational Awareness” state of mind
that offers the most reasonable personal security.
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Senator Ernest: ATF Needs to Answer These Ques ons
Concerning Its “Knock and Talk” Visits with Gun Owners
by S.H. BLANNELBERRY and informedwithanthony on AUGUST 23, 2022

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) is currently going door-to-door in
some states to question gun owners about recent irearm purchases.
The Biden administration says the goal of these warrantless “knock-and-talk” visits is to crack down on
suspected “straw purchasers,” aka criminals with no disqualifying records that would show up in an FBI
background check (NICS check) who buy guns on behalf of other criminals or prohibited persons.
Wilmington Delaware: A gun owner was surprised when 2 ATF agents and 1 State Trooper showed up
to his house asking to see his guns.
According to a WaPo Report, President Biden, in an attempt to combat rising gun violence, is working
with ATF to begin knocking on gun owners homes who have recently purchased multiple irearms at
once, in an attempt to ight “straw purchases”, or the act of buying more than one gun in an attempt to
give/sell that gun to someone who typically can’t legally own a gun, such as a minor or convicted felon.
The man said he felt embarrassed as many neighbors came out to see what was happening as ATF
agents rolled up to his house. He said he also felt “coerced” by the agents into showing them all his
guns, despite having done nothing wrong.
The Biden Admin stated last year, that these at-random gun checks would begin happening not just in
large cities but even suburban neighborhoods. They said they are speci ically focusing in areas around
the 95 Corridor, and the states of Indiana, Nevada, and Arizona.
When journalists reached out to DE state police and Wilmington ATF branch for comment, they
declined.
Second Amendment advocates say this goes against ATF previously saying they have “no database” on
gun owners, but “clearly, they do” if they are going home to home checking off people from their list. It
appears the name, address, and a full list of what guns was purchased by the owner is on the paper.
U.S. Senator Joni Ernst (R-Iowa) has concerns about these encounters in that they, among other things,
may violate law-abiding citizens’ 4th Amendment rights which protects them from unreasonable
searches and seizures.
WFO Members — The American justice system is based on a presumption of innocence and searches
only in conjunction with a warrant with probable cause.
This article discusses searches by the ATF where they haven't shown warrants or probable cause which
would violate the 4th amendment rights of the gun owner.
If you or someone you know has experienced this sort of ATF “knock-and-talk” visits in Wisconsin,
please let us know. We would like to see if we can help.
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(Mac’ “Pages” is a free program, included with
the operating system and is easy to con igure.)

The current newsletter editor has run into some
personal issues which will necessitate stepping
down as Trigger editor by the end of the year.

Image adjustments are pretty basic and can be
done with most any photo application.
Transitioning to a new editor should be relatively
painless and seamless, especially if the new
editor is on a Mac system. If you are interested,
please contact the current editor for details.

The current editor has formatted and
standardized the newsletter to make it as
convenient as possible to update and publish
each month’s edition.

Being the editor can be fun, informative,
rewarding and a chance to contribute to WFO!

The layout format used is Mac’”Pages”, although
Adobe “InDesign”, Af inity “Publisher“ or even
Microsoft “Word”could also be adapted.

By the way, the reference to “Fame an Fortun”,
as editor, may have been a little optimistic.

Easy Hints for Be er Ar cles

Another bene it of getting closer is it also makes
your lash much more effective!

These simple hints can vastly improve your
public commentary and article submissions!

3) List the names of all who are prominently
depicted in each photo! If a person is important
enough to have their image displayed, they
should also deserve the respect to have their
names listed (with proper spelling!). You may
know who they are, but chances are, 90% of the
readers won’y know who the person pictured is!

1) Use your camera’s lash on ALL outdoor
photographs! The advantages can be dramatic!
Your lash, even if it’s just moderately powered
(i.e. using a phone camera) can subdue or
eliminate facial shadows!
You may have noticed, especially on a bright day,
the deep shadows in a subjects face, If the subject
is wearing a visor hat, the result is mostly a
black blob (deep shadow) where the face used to
be!
The other major bene it of always using your
lash is it adds a sparkle (catchlight) to the
subject’s eyes. It turns the person from
appearing cadaverous to looking lifelike, alert
and attractive!
2) Another thing that can make world of
difference is to just get closer to the subject!
Do you really need to have your subject look
diminutive? In most cases, empty sky, trees,
shrubbery, buildings, walls, etc. add nothing to
the story of the photograph. Small subjects also
obfuscates detail and just plain wastes
otherwise useable image space!
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4) Avoid using indiscriminate time frames,
such as “Today”, “Tomorrow”, “yesterday”,
“last week”, etc. Those references only apply to
the moment you write them and are worthless
for future reference.
FOR EXAMPLE: “Today I broke my leg!” However,
that “today” occurred ten years ago! You’re much
better off using “hard” references, such as
9/5/2022, or September ifth or whatever date
that applies. Offering a “hard” reference keeps
everything in perspective, whether your text is
read the following week or even ten years from
now!
It’s the simple, little things, as these, that can
make a BIG difference! Especially to everyone
who views or reads your contributions!

— And make you look better in the process!
9 of 15
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Your Story or Event could be here!
Your contribution is always important!

Outside Stories Are Yours
~ for a Click!

We Need Your Help!
Our newsletter depends on your participation!
We need your help to let the other members
know what is happening and what is
important.
Anything relevant that you might contribute
will be gratefully accepted! It can be long or
short. Write in your own words or accurately
accredit your source. For dated events.please
try to plan least two months in advance.
Photos and graphics are always welcome!
(Be sure to identify the primary subjects.)
For more submission information, see the
following pages. This is YOUR NEWSLETTER!

Make it personal!
August 2022

Many of the stories and features presented in the
TRIGGER are actually taken from other sources.
Rather than reprinting the entirety of the article. We’ll
offer a brief summary and then provide you with a link
to the actual article.
If something interests you, just click on the blue link,
otherwise you can move on to the next TRIGGER story.
You’ll be able to easily identify the Outside Linked
stories by this gold background.
This makes it easy for you to submit stories! If you see
a story you think might interest or be important to
other members, just copy the story’s web address and
email it to the Trigger editor.
We’ll print a summary and the web link and give you
submission credit!
This can make submissions to the TRIGGER super fast,
extremely easy and offer our readers the opportunity
for a much broader news coverage!
10 of 15
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TRIGGER DEADLINES

U SEFUL I NTERNET L INKS
_______________________

Plan Ahead — Please allow up to two month’s
lead time to announce any date speci ic events.

WISCONSIN FIREARMS OWNERS
Web Page
Facebook

It typically takes a month to compile each
newsletter, for release the following month.

Email
Editor

_______________________

Submission Deadline: The 10th of the month.

FACEBOOK PAGES

We want, and need your contributions! Please
help us serve the WFO community by allowing
enough times to announce your special events!

Accuracy Unlimited
Shawano Gun Club Inc.
Wisconsin 3 Gun
Wisconsin CMP Juniors
Wisconsin Gun Rights

Wisconsin Gun Laws
WI Department of Jus ce

_______________________

The of icial source for WI Concealed Carry
information. Go to the WI DOJ Page

U.S. SENATORS & REPRESENTATIVES
(ADDRESS & PHONE)
Complete Listing of Senators
Complete Listing of Representatives

WI Dept of Natural Resources (DNR)
For hunting and recreational information.
Go to the WI DNR Page

_______________________
WISCONSIN DNR

WI Laws as codi ed by the NRA

Hunting Regulations 2021- 2022
License Agent
Service Center Locations

For a comprehensive listing of current*
Wisconsin laws and related Second amendment
information. Go to the NRA Page

_______________________

Concealed Carry Informa on
Provided by the U.S. Concealed Carry Association
The USCCA page provides comprehensive
Concealed Carry information. They also offer
essential Concealed Carry insurance.
Go to the USCCA Page

OTHER WEB PAGES
Central Wisconsin Gun Collectors
Association
NRA-ILA NewsWisconsin Shooters
Wisconsin Ethics Commision (WI Bills)

Firearm Safety is No Accident!

Ten Free Safety

These handy cards are
especially useful for
instructing youth!
Throughout their
general training,
(without saying a word)
hold up one gesture and
have them respond the
SafetyRule for your
gesture.
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Your Contribu ons Ma er

How To Take
Be er Pictures

We can’t have much of a newsletter without news,
and that’s where you can play an important part!
After all this is YOUR NEWSLETTER!
Any contributions, large or small, are gratefully
appreciated. Whether it be text, photos or graphics,
they are all welcome.

Whether you are using a smart phone or a more
conventional camera, these tips are for everyone!
1)
When composing an image, use the “thirds”
theory, where the most
important part of the image
is in one of the “third” frame
sections, but NOT in the
middle.

It could be important “hard” news — light (nice-toknow) news — or even editorial opinions.
There are only a few things we ask:
★Make sure your work is original, not just copied
from another source (with your name as author);

2)
Check your
background. Try and avoid
poles or branches growing out of the subject’s head,
or an unwanted distraction in the back;

★If you are brie ly quoting a source, be sure to
include the name of the source;
★Double-check to make sure the spelling of names
and references are accurate;
★If you’re submitting a photo, the larger the ile size
the better. DON’T bother editing it, we’ll take care
of that;
★If people can be easily recognized in your photo,
be sure to include their name and title or position
(i.e. Senator);
★If the photo is taken in public, a “release” shouldn’t
be necessary. But if the photo was taken in a
private setting, legally your safest bet is to get a
“release”. After all, who can afford a lawsuit?
(Contact us for more info)
★Most important: Include your name, contact
information (phone, email) and topic source.
Imagine — Your name in print !!!

WFO Ar cle Submission:
Image and Text “Releases”
Some of our readers expressed concern, when
considering submission of an article for our
newsletter, about Copyright laws pertaining to
“releases” for names and images.
According to Stanford Libraries: Copyright and
Fair Use, these guidelines would apply
(Reprinted with permission):
When to Use a Release
Whether you need to obtain a release depends on
why you want to use a person’s name or image. If
your use is for commercial purposes—for example,
using a person’s photo in an advertisement—you
need to obtain a release. If your use is for

4)
Take plenty photos of the same subject. With
digital, the cost is negligible and it helps avoid an
unwanted blink or glitch;
5)
If you have the option, always use the highest
quality image (largest size) setting;
6)
If you’re submitting the image for
publication, DO NOT edit it. We’ll do that;
7)
If you’re using images to tell a story,
use at least three sets of images:
1). A “long” shot to set the overall scene;
2). A “middle” shot for a descriptive view;
3). A “Close-up” for detail;
informational purposes such as a documentary ilm
or news article, you may not need a release.
Informational Uses
You do not need a release to use a person’s name or
image for informational purposes. An informational
(or “editorial”) purpose is anything that informs,
educates, or expresses opinions protected under the
First Amendment of the United States Constitution—
freedom of speech and of the press. An informational
use would include using a person’s name or
photograph in a newspaper or magazine article,
educational program, ilm, non iction book, or
informational website.
For “Commercial Use” and more information

https://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/
releases/when/
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3)
Always use your lash, even in bright
sunlight. It can help ill in some closer shadows and
also adds a “sparkle” to a person’s eyes;
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Wisconsin Firearm Owners
Ranges — Clubs — Educators

Junior Service Ri e Supporters
Friends of the NRA

Nosler Ammunition

Join or Extend Today
Event Sponsor
www.friendsofnra.org

And More …

www.nosler.com

Midway Foundation

Brux Barrels

2,757 Teams Funded
$221 Million in Endowments
www.midwayusafoundation.org

Setting World Records
www.bruxbarrels.com

Vortex Optics

Sierra

The Bullet Smiths

Ri lescopes • Binoculars • More

www.sierrabullets.com

vortexoptics.com

Bartlein Barrels

HODGDON RELOADING

www.bartleinbarrels.com

www.hodgdonreloading.com

Central Wisconsin
Gun Collectors Assn

Hall Title

Custom Made for You

Land Title

Gun Shows & Event Sponsor
www.centralwisconsingun.org

www.halltitle.com

Racine County
Line Ri le Club

www.newhighpower.com

Wood County
Ri le & Pistol

Chippewa Brass &
Aluminum Foundry

Event Sponsor
wcri le.org

www.chippewafoundry.com

Heritage Shooting

Krieger Barrels
Custom Made

kriegerbarrels.com
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Scope Stands & More

Event Sponsor
www.racinecountylineri leclub.com

Oconomowoc, WI
Event Sponsor
www.heritageshooting.org

f

Holub Machine& Repair
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Wisconsin Firearm Owners (WFO) is the recognized
State expert for advising the Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources, as well as clubs, and
businesses, WFO is the recognized resource for
designing, improving and upgrading ranges.

Wisconsin Firearm Owners
Ranges, Clubs & Educators Inc.
(WFO)

Competitions

WFO Mission

Wisconsin Firearm Owners (WFO) is proud to
provide an on-line resource calendar for known
matches and events throughout the State. NRA
discipline championships are authorized and
promoted through the WFO. Match Directors are
encouraged to utilize our on-line registration to list
their upcoming activities

✦ To support, promote and preserve the

Constitutional Rights of every American,
speci ically including the SECOND AMENDMENT.

✦ To protect and preserve the gun rights of all

American citizens!

✦ To provide a respected, effective political voice for

What Wisconsin Firearm Owner (WFO) Does

✦ To defend and preserve those rights against

WFO is the only NRA State Chartered Association in
Wisconsin.

all Wisconsin citizens.

encroachment by political and anti-gun zealots.

WFO is your NRA and CMP State Association.
WFO sanctions State Championships for multiple
shooting disciplines.
WFO is committed to advancing hunter rights and
mentored hunting in Wisconsin.
WFO’s lobbying efforts have helped clean up
Wisconsin’s handgun restrictions.
WFO, partnering with the NRA, led the lobbying
efforts for Right to Carry.
WFO, partnering with the NRA, led the lobbying
efforts for The Shooting Ranges Protection Act.
WFO provides Club and Range support for those
looking to expand and improve their ranges.
WFO actively provides you a voice in Madison’s
Capitol to protect your Second Amendment Rights.

✦ To aid in the safe, effective and cost ef icient

establishment and perpetuation of public and
private irearm ranges.

✦ To promote all forms of irearm safety.
✦ To provide safe and effective irearms education

and training to both adults and youth.

✦ To support and promote the principals and

objectives of the National Ri le Association.

Firearm Safety
Wisconsin Firearm Owners (WFO) is committed to
promoting Firearms Education and ensuring
absolute irearm safety and the constant practice of
all irearm rules of safety.
Whether it be for recreation, hunting, concealed
carry, competition or Law Enforcement, all facets of
safety are emphasized.

Join Us Today!

Help Us – Protect Your Gun Rights.

Club and Range Support

www.wisconsin irearmowners.org

Self-Mailing Membership Applica on
Being a Wisconsin Firearm Owner Member is
extremely important!
✓ You get the inside informa on on the latest events.

— Be sure to include either your
membership check or complete
the PayPal informa on

✓ You get to support one of the most important gun
rights organiza ons in our State

(FYI – Paypal can also accept Visa, MasterCard or
American Express)

✓ Your membership is cri cal to the future of WFO!

— When done, fold the Applica on informa on page
(on the dashed lines) toward the center

To use the enclosed self-mailer:

— Then fold the mailing address por on on top of the
informa on sec on.

— just print this last page
— Complete the requested informa on

— Stamp and mail
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— If you are under 18 years old, also
include your date of birth
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_____________________________________________

First

_____________________________________________

Class

_____________________________________________

Postage

Wisconsin Firearm Owners
PO Box 130
Seymour, WI 54165

CAMP PERRY COLORS
MEMBER APPLICATION

MEMBERSHIPS

___________________________________________ ____ /____ /______
Name

* DOB

_______________________________ ______________________________

Individual
❏ Annual $20
❏ Life $250
❏ Junior Membership (under 18 *) FREE

Club or Business
❏ Standard $30
________________________________________________________________
Cell Phone

Land Line Phone

❏ Patriot $250

Email

Payment
❏ Check (enclosed)
________________________________________________________________
Street Address

________________________________________________________________
C/S/Z

As an applicant, I promise to uphold the Wisconsin Firearm Owner’s
mission, in its entirety and our United States Constitution & Amendments.
Donations to Wisconsin Gun Owners Association are not tax deductible

August 2022
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❏ PayPal

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________
Card Number

____________ / ____________

______________

Expiration

CVV

_________________________________________ ______________
Signature

Date
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